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1 | Introduction

While the number of posted workers\(^1\) has continued to increase over the past years, there is remarkably little evidence about the economic value and impact of services provided through posting workers. With the continuing economic upturn in the EU (EC, 2015), posting of workers can even be expected to continue growing at a steady pace based on the evidence that the growth of posting is strongly correlated to the growth of GDP (ISMERI, 2012). This analysis aims at partially filling this gap, with a focus on the construction sector. Moreover, the negative connotation of posting of workers, as it would put a downward pressure on wages and labour tax revenues, undermine jobs for native employees ('job displacement effects') and the competitiveness of native employers, could be confronted with the economic value of it for both sending and receiving Member States\(^2\). This report has been prepared for the European Commission within the context of the Impact Assessment concerning the revision of the Posting of Workers Directive 96/71/EC.\(^3\)\(^4\)

2 | Methodology

The Portable Document (PD) A1 is a formal statement on the applicable social security legislation. It proves that a posted worker or a person employed in more than one Member State pays social contributions in another Member State. As a result, figures collected by the PD A1 Questionnaire launched within the Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems give an indication of the flows of posted workers among sending and receiving Member States towards a specific sector of activity (Pacolet and De Wispelaere, 2015). Nonetheless, there is uncertainty to what extent the number of PDs A1 issued are a precise measure of the actual number of postings or other situations of mobility of workers taking place. In order to assess this, the number of PDs A1 will be complemented with figures collected by existing national registration tools (for instance, by LIMOSA for Belgium)\(^5\). This kind of figures will be confronted with data retrieved from Eurostat on international trade in services, detailed enterprise statistics for construction and labour cost data. It allows us, *inter alia*, to estimate the effect of posting (export/import of services) on the turnover, value added and productivity of native employers; the effect on collected labour tax revenues; the effect on the income of posted workers and finally the effect on native employment.

3 | Overall economic value and impact of posting

3.1 A tool to stimulate intra-EU labour mobility

Intra-EU labour mobility can take several forms: migration to another Member State, daily or weekly cross-border commuting or short-term stay through posting of workers (Fries-Tersch and Mabilia, 2015). The size of it is considered as (very) low, especially compared to the US. Nonetheless, it has experienced an upward evolution during the last decade, mainly influenced by the EU enlargements of 2004 and 2007 and even despite the transitional arrangements to restrict

---

1 A posted worker is an employee who is sent by his employer to carry out a service in another EU Member State on a temporary basis.

2 Member State: 28 EU Member States and EFTA countries. EU-15 Member States: Belgium, Greece, Luxembourg, Denmark, Spain, Netherlands, Germany, France, Portugal, Ireland, Italy, United Kingdom, Austria, Finland and Sweden. EU-13 Member States: Croatia, Romania, Bulgaria, Poland, Czech Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovenia, Estonia, Slovakia, Hungary, Cyprus and Malta.

3 Call for tender NO VT/2015/096 - EURES: An ad hoc statistical analysis on short term mobility – economic value of posting of workers.


5 Belgium has introduced in 2007 a mandatory declaration tool by LIMOSA for posted workers. Figures on the yearly number of declarations registered by LIMOSA differ to a high extent from the number of PDs A1 received by Belgium.
the inflow of workers from new Member States during several years (OECD, 2012; Jauer et al., 2014). These transitional arrangements have probably even resulted in a substantial rise of the number of posted workers and (bogus) self-employed persons (Kahanec, 2012; Pacolet and De Wispelaere, 2014). This phenomenon could be conceptualised as the ‘front door/back door principle’ (Van Overmeiren, 2008).

In 2014, a total of 1.45 million PDs A1 were issued for the posting of workers according to Article 12 of Regulation (EC) No. 883/2004 (Pacolet and De Wispelaere, 2015). Compared to last year, the overall number of postings increased by 8.5%. Between 2010 and 2014 an annual growth of 8.3% has been realised. During this observation period, the number of PDs A1 issued to posted workers increased strongly in Slovenia, Poland, Greece and Bulgaria. Also, during the same period, the number of PDs A1 received for posted workers increased strongly in Germany, Belgium, Estonia and Slovenia.

Roughly 86% of the PDs A1 for posted workers were issued to provide activities in an EU-15 Member State. In addition, 44% of the PDs A1 were issued by EU-13 Member States (Pacolet and De Wispelaere, 2015). This implies not only a flow from EU-13 to EU-15 Member States but also across EU-15 Member States. Moreover, 70.2% of the workers posted from a EU-13 Member State work in the industry sector while ‘only’ 53.4% of the workers posted from a EU-15 Member State are employed in this sector. It results in two types of posting: low to medium-skilled workers posted from low labour cost to high labour cost Member States, mainly in labour-intensive sectors, on the one hand, and medium to high-skilled workers posted in qualified occupations, on the other hand (ISMERI, 2012).

The available figures give the impression of a rather limited impact of posting on the national labour markets. The total number of PDs A1 issued stands for 0.7% of total employment. However, this is certainly not the best indicator to assess the impact on national labour markets. Better is to compare the total employment with the number of ‘unique’ posted persons. The number of unique posted workers stands for 0.4% of total EU employment (Figure 1). The share of posting in total EU employment in terms of full-time equivalents (FTE) is even equal to only 0.2%. However, some Member States, and within these Member States some specific sectors, are in relative terms confronted with a significantly high percentage of outgoing (especially Luxembourg and Slovenia) and incoming posted workers (especially Luxembourg and Belgium).

---

6 Article 12 [1] of Regulation [EC] No. 883/2004 defines a posted worker as “a person who pursues an activity as an employed person in a Member State on behalf of an employer which normally carries out its activities there and who is posted by that employer to another Member State to perform work on that employer's behalf …, provided that the anticipated duration of such work does not exceed twenty-four months and that he is not sent to replace another person.” Article 12 [2] of Regulation [EC] No. 883/2004 defines a posted self-employed person as “a person who normally pursues an activity as a self-employed person in a Member State who goes to pursue a similar activity in another Member State …, provided that the anticipated duration of such activity does not exceed twenty-four months.” Nonetheless, also Article 13 (active in two or more Member States) and Article 16 of Regulation [EC] No. 883/2004 (common agreements) could contain cases of posting. Approximately 431,000 PDs A1 were applicable to persons active in 2 or more Member States and 36,000 PDs A1 to common agreements.

7 The number of PDs A1 issued is not necessarily equal to the number of persons involved. This might bias the results when trying to assess the importance of posting in the overall labour force. A worker could be posted multiple times during the same year. This implies that several PDs A1 could be issued to the same posted person during this period of one year. However, the period of posting could also be longer than one year.
Figure 1  
Share of A1 forms in national employment, main sending and receiving Member States, 2014

3.2 A tool to stimulate intra-EU competition

Directive 96/71/EC stipulates a nucleus of terms and conditions of employment of the receiving Member State which are mandatory to be applied by foreign service providers (article 3 (1) of the Directive) (Figure 2). These current rules establish a structural differentiation of wage rules applying to posted and local workers (FGB and COWI, 2016). However, not only potential wage differentials but also, inter alia, differences in social security contributions paid by employers and corporate income taxes among sending and receiving Member States will determine the ‘competitive advantage’ for foreign service providers (Figure 2). Taxes are still paid in the sending competent Member State despite the temporary provided services in the receiving Member State. This exception to the general tax principle, which is taxation in the Member State of employment, through posting of workers, is mainly motivated to encourage intra-EU mobility and economic interpenetration and to avoid an additional administrative burden. This was even recognised by the European Commission in a recent report (EC, 2014, p. 148): “Posting workers allows companies to exploit their competitive advantage across borders”. Also Berghman (1996, p. 44) points out that: “By not interfering in social security, the EC allows its less developed Member States to improve their economic position, as they can profit from the competitive advantage which their less developed system of social protection generates. At the same time, however, this also constitutes an incentive for social dumping.”

---

8 Mustilli and Pelkmans (2013) even identify the imposition of, for example, a minimum wage for posted workers as a barrier to freedom of services in that it pre-empts Eastern European EU workers from exploiting their lower wages as a competitive advantage in the internal market.

9 Article 12 of Regulation (EC) 883/2004 exempts the posted worker and the foreign service provider to pay social security contributions in the receiving Member State during a posting period of a maximum of 24 months.

10 “In order to give as much encouragement as possible to the freedom of movement of workers and services, to avoid unnecessary and costly administrative and other complications which would not be in the interests of workers, companies and administrations, the Community provisions in force allow for certain exceptions” (European Commission, 2012, p. 6). See also Case 35/70 Manpower paragraph 10; Case C-202/97 Fitzwilliam paragraphs 28 to 30 and Case C-49/96 Finalarte paragraph 30.
The social security contributions paid by employers vary markedly across Member States from a high level in Estonia, Czech Republic and France to a low level in Malta and Denmark. In general, social security contributions paid by employers (Figure 3) and corporate income taxes in the main sending Member States (for example Slovenia and Poland) are most of the time lower than in the receiving Member States (for example Belgium, France, Austria and Germany). It could result in a competitive advantage even in case of equal gross wages among native and posted workers.

* For a single person receiving 67% of the average national wage
Source OECD_EC tax benefits indicator
Posted workers tend to support the provision of labour-intensive services. Labour cost differentials give a competitive edge to posting companies which thus tend to strictly apply the minimum rate of pay required in the receiving Member States. Empirical evidence points at the fact that labour cost differentials are an important driver of posting (ISMERI, 2012). However, based on the analysis of the country by country flows of posting there is no strict correlation between differentials in social security contributions and the share of outgoing posted workers in total employment of the sending Member State (Figure 4). This is not surprising given that the average tax wedge of the EU-15 Member States is quite similar to the average one of the EU-13 Member States (De Wispelaere and Pacolet, 2015a). Moreover, labour and skill shortages are other important drivers of posting (ISMERI, 2012). Please note that calculations were made for total country by country flows of posting. A breakdown by sector of activity, with a focus on the construction sector, might have another outcome. However, no complete overview of the number of workers posted in the construction sector is yet available as only 19 Member States provided more detailed figures in the PD A1 Questionnaire on the sector of economic activity.

Figure 4 Share of outgoing posted workers in total employment of the sending Member State and differentials in social security contributions among the sending and receiving Member State, 2014

![Graph showing the relationship between share of outgoing posted workers and social security contributions](image)

* p.p.: percentage points
Source: Calculations based on Pacolet and De Wispelaere, 2015 and OECD_EC tax benefits indicator

### 3.3 A tool to increase the household income of the posted workers

The rules defined by Directive 96/71/EC guarantee an equal or most of the time a higher income for posted workers compared they would be employed in their Member State of origin. Especially workers posted from a EU-13 to a EU-15 Member State will experience a (much) higher income given that the average and minimum wages vary markedly across ‘high wage’ EU-15 and ‘low wage’ EU-13 Member States.\(^{11}\) For instance, the gap between Member States on minimum wages has constantly increased since 1996, from a ratio between the lowest and the highest minimum wage of 1:3 to 1:10 mainly influenced by the EU enlargements. As a result, posted workers from low-wage Member States are pushed away from home due to low remunerations and pulled by the better prospects, such as higher wage levels, and arranged and covered expenditures for travel and housing (Caro et al., 2015). However, the posting of workers is mainly employer-driven. This in contrast to labour migration which is more a worker-driven decision.

\(^{11}\) Eurostat [earn_mw_cut]
The current wage differentials caused by Directive 96/71/EC have a relatively lower impact on the overall welfare of workers posted from low-wage to higher-wage Member States to the extent that minimum pay levels in high-wage Member States exceed average take-home pay in the sending Member State. As an illustrative example, in 2012, the level of the statutory minimum wage in Belgium (€ 1,472) was almost twice as high as the average wage of a construction worker in Poland (€ 752) (Table 1). When this Polish posted worker would be able to receive a remuneration at the level of the average remuneration paid in the Belgian construction sector (s)he would even receive a remuneration three times higher than the average remuneration in the Polish construction sector.

Table 1  Average direct remuneration, bonuses and allowances, per month, per employee in FTE, construction, 10 employees or more, Poland, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sending MS: Poland (average direct remuneration, bonuses and allowances: € 767)</th>
<th>Minimum wage of the receiving MS (in €)</th>
<th>Average wage of the receiving MS (in €)</th>
<th>Receiving MS</th>
<th>Change by the application of the minimum wage in the receiving MS</th>
<th>Change by the application of the average wage in the receiving MS</th>
<th>Increase in p.p.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,472</td>
<td>2,186</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>Czech Rep.</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3,794</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>2,426</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>1,012</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,462</td>
<td>3,267</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>684</td>
<td>1,433</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>748</td>
<td>1,970</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,426</td>
<td>2,360</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>374</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>2,068</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>1,710</td>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,801</td>
<td>2,633</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680</td>
<td>1,306</td>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,456</td>
<td>3,250</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>2,968</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>353</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>566</td>
<td>1,244</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>763</td>
<td>1,354</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>327</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3,035</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3,248</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,244</td>
<td>3,163</td>
<td>United King.</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>1,547</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>4,547</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>4,906</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statutory minimum wages are reported and not the sectoral minimum wages of the construction
** Increase in percentage points
Source Based on Eurostat [lc_ncost_r2] and [earn_mw_cur]
There are also important differences in social security contributions paid by employees and personal income tax rates among sending and receiving Member States (Figures 2 and 5). These differentials may even contribute to a higher take-home pay for posted workers than local workers (assuming an equal gross wage). Moreover, price level differences among Member States will influence the real wages of posted workers. In 2014, price levels for consumer goods and services differed widely across Europe. The highest price level among EU Member States was observed in Denmark, 39% above the EU average, while in Bulgaria the price level was 52% below the EU average. These differentials may even contribute to a higher purchasing power for posted workers than local workers due to the price level differences among sending and receiving Member States.

Figure 5: Social security contributions paid by employees and personal income tax rates,* EU-28, 2014

* For a single person receiving 67% of the average national wage
Source: OECD, EC tax benefits indicator

3.4 A tool to support adjustment to asymmetric shocks
Intra-EU labour mobility could be considered as an important tool to support adjustment to ‘asymmetric shocks’ in the economic and monetary union (EC, 2014; Apria et al., 2014). The ability of posting to increase export of services (see below – Figure 6), to increase employment (see above – Figure 1), to decrease unemployment, to increase household incomes (see below – Table 1) and
labour tax revenues (see below) in the sending Member State are, therefore, important features (De Wispelaere and Pacolet, 2015b). Moreover, from a receiving perspective, labour and skill shortages are important drivers of posting (ISMERI, 2012).

3.5 A tool to create ‘social convergence’
It is acknowledged that labour mobility can strengthen upward convergence (EC, 2014). That is why posting could be considered as a possible tool to create upward convergence (see also HRW, 2015) given that it could have a (minor) positive impact on the evolution of employment, unemployment, household incomes and labour tax revenues in the sending Member State. This could especially be expected if there is a high flow of posted workers from Member States with a surplus of workers (and lower real wages) to areas with a shortage (and higher real wages). For instance, as already concluded by Goudswaard and van Riel (2004) “higher levels of income offer the possibility to develop a system of social security with adequate protection levels. At least the funding will become easier.” For example, a remarkable difference can be observed of the impact of posting on the annual labour tax revenues among sending EU-15 and EU-13 Member States. Only 0.1% of the total annual labour tax revenues received by the EU-15 Member States could be related to posting while this is equal to 1.4% for the EU-13 Member States (De Wispelaere and Pacolet, 2015a). However, the potential negative impact of posting workers on the national labour market of the receiving Member State, in terms of job displacement effects, downward pressure on wages and lower labour tax revenues, might reduce this upward convergence hypothesis.

4 | Economic value and impact of posting in the construction sector
This paragraph will focus on the economic value and impact of posting in the construction sector as most of the posted workers are employed in this sector of activity. In 2014, on average 43.7% of the PDs A1 were issued to posted workers employed in the construction sector.18 From a sending perspective, persons posted from the Czech Republic, Estonia, Croatia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, Portugal, and Slovenia mainly provided services in the construction industry. While from a receiving perspective, more than 50% of workers posted to Belgium, Latvia, Luxembourg, Austria, Slovenia, Finland, Sweden and Liechtenstein were employed in the construction sector.

Despite Article 1 (3) of Directive 96/71 covers three transnational posting situations: by subcontracting, by intra-group posting and by employment agencies, we tend to conclude that most of the posted workers in the construction sector are subcontracted.19 In this regard, posting by subcontracting could be considered as mainly competitive20 in labour-intensive sectors (such as the construction sector and the meat industry) as it becomes a cost-saving way of exploiting differentials in terms and conditions of employment, social security contributions and other tax rates. Large native construction companies (in terms of turnover and not necessarily in terms of employment21) function as main contractor acting as site managers on large construction projects while small and medium-size native companies (in terms of turnover) act as subcontractors

---

18 Only 19 Member States provided more detailed figures on the sector of economic activity, which accounts for some 53% of the total number of PDs A1 issued.
19 van Hoek and Houwerzijl [2011, p. 11] state that “whereas construction and temporary work agencies cover the first and third modality, there is no typical sector that [also] covers the second option of lending out within a group.” Moreover, Jorens, Peters and Houwerzijl [2012, p. 5] conclude that “subcontracting is particularly widespread in the construction sector, but it is also a common feature of other economic sectors such as transport, tourism or the cleaning industry. … the growing use of subcontracting especially in labour intensive industries …”
20 Harvey (2003) divides subcontracting into ‘cooperative’ and ‘competitive’.
21 At EU-level, on average only 4 persons are employed by a building company (own calculation based on Eurostat [sbs_na_con_r2]).
providing the majority of workers (Lillie and Wagner, 2015; Caro et al., 2015). As a result, especially these small and medium-sized companies will compete with foreign service providers.

4.1 Value of cross-border services in the construction sector
Cross-border services represent an overall small share of total turnover in the construction sector (calculated as the ratio of turnover from export activities on total turnover)\(^{22}\), amounting to just 0.8% of total turnover in the EU-28 (Figure 6).\(^{23}\) Exceptions are Denmark, Slovenia and Estonia, where the cross-border trade intensity makes up about 5% of total turnover. Despite the relative low value of cross-border services in total turnover, the sections below will focus on the extent the import of services by the posting of workers has undermined jobs for local employees (‘job displacement effects’), labour tax revenues and the competitiveness of local employers.

![Figure 6 Share of export of services in total turnover, construction sector, 2014](image)

Source Calculations based on Eurostat [bop_its6_det] and [sbs_na_con_r2]

4.2 Displacement effects despite the natural boundaries of the volume of posting
Two types of social dumping are defined by Abler and Standing (2000): the first type of dumping occurs without state intervention for instance by the displacement of high-cost producers by low-cost producers, while the second type of dumping is a result of state intervention by reducing labour costs or by reducing social security provisions (i.e. not equal to social or fiscal fraud). For instance, in order to remain competitive, Member States with a high labour tax wedge could opt for a tax shift towards non-labour tax bases.\(^{24}\) Based on administrative figures it is, however, questionable if social dumping through posting of workers is currently a real threat for the receiving

---

\(^{22}\) It should be noted, however, that not all cross-border construction services are carried out through posting of workers.


\(^{24}\) For instance, measures have been taken by Belgium to reduce the tax wedge on labour through decreases in personal income taxation and social security contributions. Employers’ social security contributions will gradually decrease, from maximum 32.4 % to maximum 25 % for the highest wages between 2016 and 2018, and from 17.3 % to 10.9 % for the lowest wages between 2016 and 2019.
Member States given the marginal percentage of posted workers compared to the total number of employed persons (see above - Figure 1).

Nonetheless, especially native workers employed in labour-intensive sectors, such as the construction sector and the meat industry, could be considered to be sensitive to displacement effects (Table 2). The fact that labour-intensive sectors are also price sensitive results even in an additional pressure on labour costs. The existing differentials in wages and tax rates between posted and native workers could not be answered by a higher labour productivity level of the latter given that they are subject to similar or even better terms and conditions of employment. On the contrary, the ‘unit labour cost’ will even be lower for posted workers than for native workers. It supposes at the same time a process of task specialisation of native workers and employers in order to remain competitive.

Nonetheless, the import of services by the posting of workers could also be the result of labour shortages. Especially Member States without a minimum wage could experience difficulties to attract enough workers when the reservation wage of workers (= wage at which a worker is willing to accept a job) lays below the actually paid wage. Therefore, the introduction of a (higher) (minimum) wage, for protectionist reasons, could have a negative impact on the number of posted workers as more native workers will be willing to work (Bachmann et al., 2012). But the introduction of a (higher) (minimum) wage will also influence the demand and supply of posted workers.

Table 2 Risk of displacement effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>LOW to MEDIUM</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>LOW to MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own table

Nonetheless, the current rules result in some important natural boundaries of the volume of posting. As stated by the judgement in case C-113/89 Rush Portuguesa Lda “posted workers return to their country of origin after the completion of their work without at any time gaining access to the labour market of the host Member State” (paragraph 15). By Article 12 of Regulation (EC) No. 883/2004, the posting period is set at a maximum of 24 months. This gives the impression that the provision of services through posting is rather temporarily. Moreover, the posted worker cannot be sent to replace another posted worker. Nonetheless, the fact that the posted worker can already start a new period of posting after two months from the date of expiry of the previous posting period (see also EC, 2012), gives the impression that the provision of services by posting can get a more permanent

---

25 Wagner (2015) even points out that “labour costs have a direct impact on competitiveness and are reduced by increasingly employing posted workers via subcontracting arrangements. As a result, the majority of the meat slaughtering and processing in Germany today is done by posted and temporary workers from Eastern Europe working for an hourly wage of about three to five euros”.

26 The Unit labour costs (ULC), defined by the OECD, is a measure of the average cost of labour per unit of output and are calculated as the ratio of total labour costs to real output. See also http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=ULC_ANN

27 “The absence of the statutory and sectorial minimum wage in the meat industry over the last decade has long been the weak link in the German institutional system. The lack thereof increased the attractiveness to insource lower wage labour via subcontracting companies. As a consequence the employment conditions and levels of pay of the meat slaughtering and meat-packaging workers referred to their home country” (Wagner, 2015).
character.\textsuperscript{28} However, this does not necessarily imply that the real duration of the posting period is equal to 24 months. Based on figures collected by the PD A1 Questionnaire, the duration of one posting period was on average 103 days (total weighted average) in 2014. However, the posting period varied markedly among the sending Member States. Luxembourg, Belgium, France and Italy reported a rather low duration of the posting period (all below the total unweighted average of 151 days) compared to the Czech Republic, Germany, Slovenia, Latvia, Croatia, Iceland, Estonia, Hungary and Ireland. Taking also the data about the number of unique posted workers involved into consideration, on average these workers were posted 1.7 times during the same year, we tend to conclude that some sending Member States (especially Luxembourg and Belgium) post the same worker several times a year for a short posting period compared to other sending Member States which tend to post one worker for a longer posting period. This also implies that on average one worker is posted for approximately 6 months (this by multiplying the average posting period (103 days) by the average number of times workers were posted (1.7)). These findings are confirmed by figures of the German construction sector as more than 90\% of the incoming workers are posted for a period less than 6 months (SOKA BAU, 2015). It gives the impression that especially the ‘183-days rule’\textsuperscript{29} will influence the duration of the posting period. The fact that workers are posted for a short duration, and then return home or move to another construction side contributes, however, to their segregation from the receiving Member States. They do not have the opportunity or interest to build social and economic resources as native workers and even migrant workers (Caro et al., 2015).

Despite these ‘natural boundaries’ the risk of displacement appears to be very high. Nonetheless, recent research suggests that posted workers seem to complement, rather than substitute native employment in the whole economy by filling more low-skilled job positions in high-wage Member States in a period of market upswing (Della Pellegrina and Saraceno, 2013). However, a closer analysis of the construction sector shows that in some Member States (for 2012 and 2013: Belgium, the United Kingdom, Czech Republic, Latvia, Slovenia and the EU) potential substitution effects have been at play, with overall native construction employment decreasing and posted workers in the sector increasing\textsuperscript{30} (Member States below the horizontal axis - Figure 7). It is even more 'problematic' if there is at the same time a negative relationship between native employment and investment in construction (for 2012 and 2013: only the United Kingdom). For example, Belgium shows in 2012 an increase of investment in construction (+3.4\%) but a decrease of the number of employees in the construction sector (-0.2\%) while there was a positive change in the number of incoming posted workers (+0.1\%). However, Figure 7 does not say anything about the 'extent' of the substitution effect. This will be for most Member States very limited taking into account the rather marginal impact of posting on national labour markets of the receiving Member States. Moreover, displacement by a posted worker is not necessarily negative if it results afterwards into a higher qualified job or a higher wage for the native worker. However, most research findings point at the 'scarring effects'\textsuperscript{31} of unemployment (Nilsen and Holm, 2011; Arulampalam, 2001).

\textsuperscript{28} Moreover, no maximum duration is defined by Art. 13 of Regulation (EC) No. 883/2004 (active in two or more Member States) and the duration is extendable to 5 years by Art. 16 of the same Regulation (common agreements).

\textsuperscript{29} It implies that the posted worker who provides services on a temporary basis during a period of less than 183 days within a period of 12 months that starts or ends in the fiscal year in another Member State will be taxed by the sending Member State.

\textsuperscript{30} Please note that no data on the number of incoming posted workers in the construction sector are available at EU level. Therefore, the reported change in the number of incoming posted workers is based on total numbers.

\textsuperscript{31} Defined as “the negative long-term effects that unemployment has on future labour market possibilities” (Nilsen and Holm, 2011, p. 1).
Especially the Belgian construction sector has been confronted with a major impact of posting on their total employment (Figure 8). Approximately 4% of total employment in Belgium (native + posting) and 30% of the employment in the Belgian construction sector could be related to incoming posting workers (see also HRW, 2015). Also, about 1 in 10 postings related to self-employment persons. The share of posting in the employment of the Belgian construction sector has doubled between 2011 and 2014. The impact of posting in terms of employment in FTE will nonetheless be lower since most of the posted workers are posted for only a 'short' period. No figures on the period of posting are, however, available. It amounts to approximately 23% of total employment in construction in FTE (native + posting) if we assume that the incoming posted
work are posted for 6 months to Belgium. The conclusion of high displacement effects in the Belgian construction sector should, however, be nuanced given the high number of available job vacancies in this sector. In fact, within this sector there is a substantial shortage of certain skills ('bottleneck jobs') (VDAB, 2016). It results in the displacement of certain jobs within the construction sector by posted workers while there is a shortage of labour skills to fill other or even the same positions. Therefore, a more detailed breakdown and analysis of the construction sector could be useful.\(^\text{32}\)

Approximately 4.5% of total employment in the German construction sector are incoming posted workers (SOKA BAU, 2015). The impact in FTE will again be lower as more than 90% of the incoming workers are posted for a period less than 6 months (Ibid.).

**Figure 8** Belgium, trends in employment, self-employment and posted workers, all economy and construction sector, 2010-2014

![Graph showing employment trends](image)

Source Calculations based on LIMOSA and NBB data

### 4.3 Impact on personnel cost, turnover and value added

The significant increase of the number of posted workers in absolute terms and the displacement effects in some Member States might result in a shift of spending from a high share of the personnel cost for native workers towards a high share of the purchase of services from abroad (a proxy for the personnel cost of posted workers) (Figure 9). The share of purchased services from abroad in the total personnel cost (native + posting) has increased between 2011 and 2013 from 2.6% to 3.7% but remains rather limited. Especially Estonia, Slovenia and Bulgaria show a high share of purchased services from abroad in the total personnel cost (more than 20%).

\(^\text{32}\) For example, more detailed figures of the impact of posting on the Belgian employment under joint committee 124 for construction are available (CRB, 2015).
Figure 9  Purchase of services from abroad compared to total personnel cost (native + posted), construction sector, 2013

* No information available for Germany, Ireland, Spain, Malta, the Netherlands and Finland.

Source Calculations based on Eurostat [hop_its6_det] and [sbs_na_con_r2]

Also, the turnover and the value added of the native companies in the ‘main’ receiving Member States increased (Germany, France, Luxembourg, Austria and Belgium) between 2009 and 2013 (Figure 10). This in contrast to the native companies of the ‘main’ sending Member States (Poland, Slovenia and Hungary), which show a negative evolution of their value added. The evolution of the value added in both the Member States of the Bismarck oriented-central region and some of the new Member States is strongly influenced by the evolution of the investment in construction (Figure 11 (positive correlation of 0.55)). There is an upturn of the investments in construction in the Bismarck oriented-central region after the dip of 2009 while the investments in construction in some of the new Member States are still affected by the economic and financial crisis. The evolution nuances at the same time the impact of the posting of workers but it also supports the idea of a dual employer’s market where native contractors, mainly large construction companies, highly benefit from incoming posted workers by subcontracting but negatively influences native subcontractors.33 As has been pointed out, the upturn of investments in construction in the Bismarck oriented-central region, has not always led to an increase of their native employment (see also Figure 7). The increase of the value added together with the decrease of the number of native employees will also lead to important productivity gains for the native companies (see also HRW, 2015).

33 A questionnaire launched to Belgian contractors showed that already in 2007 about 31% to 53% of the native companies had received offers for subcontracting which they suspected to be unfair. Not respecting minimum wages and employment conditions were the most signalled types of unfair competition. Some 24 to 38% of the proposals were of this nature, leading to an average of 12% of unfair offers. They estimated that 25 to 31% of their work was lost by these ‘unfair’ activities (some 1.8 to 2.3 FTE) (Paccolet and Boeyens, 2007).
Also from a customer’s point of view it could be interesting in case the price offer of the (native) contractor is taking into account the competitive advantage of the ‘foreign’ service sub-contractor. Especially in a price sensitive sector such as the construction sector, customers may choose for the lowest price offer. However, no research is available that describes to which extent the increased use of posting has influenced building costs.34

34 Nonetheless, the Belgian Construction Confederation concluded recently that it has become cheaper because of posting (De Standaard, Bouwen is iets goedkoper geworden, 12 February 2016). The sector mentioned already in 2007 a price dumping effect of 17% based on a questionnaire launched to Belgian contractors (Pacolet and Baeyens, 2007).
4.4 Impact on the amount of social security contributions collected

Despite the increase of the number of posted workers employed in the construction sector (and a decline of the number of native employees) of the Member States within the Bismarck oriented - central region we do not observe a negative impact on the collected social security contributions (Figure 12). In addition, the ‘main’ sending Member States show a negative evolution of their collected social security contributions. The evolution of the social security contributions collected in both the Member States of the Bismarck oriented- central region and some of the new Member States is again influenced by the evolution of the investments in construction (positive correlation of 0.53) (Figure 11).

Figure 12 Percentage change of the social security costs, construction sector, Bismarck oriented - central region Member States and some new Member States, 2009-2013, 2009=100%

Source Calculations based on Eurostat [sbs_na_con_r2]

5 | Conclusion

While the number of posted workers has continued to increase over the past years, there is remarkably little evidence about the economic value and impact of services provided through posting workers. This analysis aims at partially filling this gap, with a focus on the construction sector, by confronting figures collected by the PD A1 Questionnaire with data retrieved from Eurostat on international trade in services, detailed enterprise statistics for construction and labour cost data. In 2014, a total of 1.45 million PDs A1 were issued for the posting of workers according to Article 12 of Regulation (EC) No. 883/2004. This stands for 0.4% of total EU employment and even to only 0.2% of total EU employment in terms of full-time equivalents. Nonetheless, some Member States, and within these Member States some specific sectors, in particular the construction sector, are in relative terms confronted with a significantly high percentage of outgoing and incoming posted workers. Despite the marginal impact of posting on total EU employment, it could be considered as an interesting tool to stimulate intra-EU labour mobility, to stimulate intra-EU competition, to increase the income of posted workers, to create social convergence and finally to support adjustment to ‘asymmetric shocks’. Especially the construction sector is confronted with a high number of incoming posted workers. Despite the relative low share of cross-border services in total EU-turnover of construction, amounting to just 0.8%, the import of services through the posting of workers could have undermined jobs for local employees (job
displacement effects’), labour tax revenues and the competitiveness of local employers. In some receiving Member States potential substitution effects have indeed been at play, with native employment decreasing and posted workers in the sector increasing despite the economic upturn of the sector. Especially the Belgian construction sector has been confronted with a major impact of posting. However, despite the significant increase of the number of posted workers in absolute terms and the displacement effects in some Member States, the turnover and the value added of the native companies in the ‘main’ receiving Member States have still increased as well as the collected social security contributions, mainly influenced by the positive evolution of the investments in this sector.
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